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Interactive Whiteboard and Projector Compatibility

INTERACTIVE WHITEBOARD AND PROJECTOR COMPATIBILITY
A Brief Overview of Whiteboards and Projectors
Interactive whiteboards and projectors add a whole new dimension to classroom instruction. These
technologically enhanced “blackboards” give teachers and students the ability to interact with a computer
with the touch of a finger, stylus or other handheld device.
Capabilities vary from one whiteboard to another, but include some or all of the following depending
on the brand and model:
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•

Specially designed programs for the device including measuring, drawing and writing tools.
A displayable keyboard so information can be “typed” on the whiteboard.
Free-hand annotations using pen-type devices.
The ability to capture and “save” what has been created during a whiteboard session.
Incorporating an audience response system so teachers can “quiz” a class and get immediate
feedback to a lesson.
The flexibility to run other computer applications and software.
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Some projectors can also project onto any reasonably smooth surface and turn it into an interactive
whiteboard.
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Running the Games
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The games in this book were all created in Microsoft Office. Our goal is to provide powerful tools for
you and your instructional needs. To that end, every effort has been made to make the games in this
book compatible with whiteboard devices currently utilised in the educational field.
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To run the games interactively with a whiteboard:
1. Open PowerPoint.
2. Open the game file.
3. Start the PowerPoint presentation.
4. Use the appropriate whiteboard implement to click on the slide components of the game.

©

It is not necessary for any whiteboard software or toolbars to be open in order to run the games unless
you wish to use the whiteboard’s annotation capabilities to give feedback and/or re-teach after questions
and answers.

Troubleshooting
If you encounter any problems with games working properly with an interactive whiteboard or projector,
try one or more of the following:
• Check to make sure the game is running properly on the computer the whiteboard is connected
to.
• Some interactive whiteboards interact best with the newer versions of Microsoft Office
(2007/2008/2010/2011). Try opening and running the game in a newer version of PowerPoint.
• Try running the game using a PC platform instead of a MAC (or vice versa).
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Check with the manufacturer.
o Additional software to enhance Microsoft Office/whiteboard compatibility may be
available for download from a website.
There may be an option within the interactive whiteboard software that needs to be
turned “on” to make Microsoft Office and the whiteboard fully compatible.
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Action Buttons and Hyperlinks

ACTION BUTTONS AND HYPERLINKS
Action buttons allow users to create a button to go to another slide (either in sequence or out of
sequence), go to a website, open a file, play a sound or play a video.

Inserting an Action Button on a Slide
1. Go to AutoShapes.

2003/04
From the Draw toolbar, click AutoShapes.

2007/10

n

From the Home command tab and in the Drawing section, click on
the down arrow next to the shapes shown.
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From the Shape command tab and in the Insert section, point to Action buttons.
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Blank
Home
Help
Information
Previous Slide
Next Slide
Beginning
Ending
Return
Document
Sound
Movie
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2. From the list that appears, click on the type of action button to be inserted.
Types of buttons available are:

3. Move the cursor onto the slide (now shaped like a “plus” sign) and click and drag to draw
the selected button.
4. The Action Settings dialogue box will open.
The settings will default to the type of button you selected.
Example:
If you selected the “Back or Previous” Action Button,
the settings would show that clicking the button would
cause it to “Hyperlink to:” the “Previous Slide” as
shown at the right.
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5. To change this setting, click on the arrow at the right to show a drop-down list of options.
These options include:
o
o
o
o
o
o
o
o
o
o

Previous Slide
First Slide
Last Slide
Last Slide Viewed
End Show
Custom Show…
Slide…
URL…
Other PowerPoint Presentation…
Other File…

at

Ed

None
Hyperlink to
Run program
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7. There are four different Actions you can set a button to do.
The first three are:
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6. Any option with three dots after it will open another dialogue box requesting additional information
(a URL, a filename, a slide number, etc.).
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NOTE: Only one of these may be
applied to a given button.
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8. The fourth action is the Play Sound option. It can be used
in conjunction with any of the other three Actions.
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9. When all settings have been selected, click OK.
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10. Start the PowerPoint presentation and click the button to
test its “Action”.

Editing the Action Settings of a Button
1. From the Insert menu, select Hyperlink (or press CTRL + K or Command + K).
2. Make changes to the action settings.
3. Click on OK.
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